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we suggest that this would be a more satisfactory state of
affairs than dependence on an assumed chemical equilibrium model.

Conclusion
In this work we have applied familiar techniques to a
familiar type of problem and in a sense there is nothing
new here. However, the work does illustrate to some extent
the physicochemical breadth of studies of radical ions.
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The electrochemical behavior of poly-2-vinylnaphthalene (PVN) and poly-9-vinylanthracene (PVA) has been
investigated in tetrahydrofuran and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solutions by cyclic voltammetry and
coulometry at a platinum electrode and by polarography. The results are consistent with reversible reduction
of the polymer in an npelectron reaction, where np is near or equal to the number of substituent electroactive
naphthalene or anthracene groups per molecule. The shape of the voltammetric response suggests no interaction
between these electroactive centers. Electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ecl) of PVA alone and in the presence
of tri-p-tolylamine (TPTA), and of PVN-TPTA mixtures in DMF solutions was also observed.
Although there have been numerous studies of the
electrochemical initiation of polyrnerization,lj2 there has
been very little work reported on the electrochemical
behavior of the polymers themselves. There have been a
number of studies of the electroreduction of biological
macromolecules, such as proteins which usually involve
molecules adsorbed on an electrode in aqueous media, but,
aside from a recent paper on the oxidation of poly(vinylferrocene) a t a platinum rotating disk e l e ~ t r o d ewe
,~
have found no reports on the electrochemistry of vinyl
polymers. The low solubility of the polymers in many of
the solvents used in electrochemical studies certainly
presents a major problem. However extensive electrochemical studies have been carried out in recent years in
suitable, but highly resistive, solvents [e.g.,tetrahydrofuran
(THF) containing tetra-n-butylammonium perchlorate
(TBAP) as supporting electrolyte] with accurate measurements made possible by using positive feedback to
compensate for solution resistance effects. Moreover, the
wide limits of potential that are available in these media
before reduction or oxidation of the solvent or supporting
electrolyte occurs should allow investigation of a number
of substituent electroactive groups on the polymers.
Electrochemical studies of polymers are of interest for
several reasons. They can provide a new means of analysis
and characterization. Moreover the location, size, and

shape of the voltammetric waves depends upon the extent
of interaction of the substituent groups on the polymer and
the rate of electron transfer between these groups. Thus
information about electron transfer between centers and
along polymer chains and about the conformation of the
polymer (paralleling studies of excitation transfer in
or electron spin resonance studies of intramolecular electron t r a n ~ f e r ~may
- ~ ) be obtainable. Finally
electroactive polymeric materials may find application in
electrochemical devices (e.g., batteries, displays, electrosynthesis cells).
We report here electrochemical studies of the reduction
of poly-2-vinylnaphthalene (PVN) and poly-9-vinyl-

I
PVN

111

I1
PVA

anthracene (PVA) by polarographic, cyclic voltammetric,
and controlled potential coulometric techniques in N,-
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TABLE I: Half-Wave Potentials and Number of Electrons (np) Involved in the Reduction of Vinyl Polymers
Species

Mol wta

EMb

D ~ ( 1X0 7 ) ~

PVN
PVN
PVN
Naphthalene
PVA
Anthracene

2.0 x 104
1.0 x 105
3.0 x 105

-2.17
-2.17
-2.77

1.9
0.18

130
430

130
670

1200

1900

128
3.1 x 103

-2.75

0.44
44d
5.5
26d

60
51
63

15

57

178

-1.79
-1.89

Slope,g m V

DPf

nPe

1
11

(11

1

(1)

a Based o n weight average.
V vs. SCE.
Do calculated from equation C / M O - ~c m
~ ,z s-’.’~ Obtained from diffusion
current of polarogram by nkovic equation.I3 e Number of electrons involved in electron transfer process, f Degree of
polymerization. g Slope of plot of E vs. log [(id - i)/i].

I

N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and T H F solutions and
provide evidence for multielectron transfer into noninteracting groups on these molecules. A brief study of the
electrogenerated chemiluminescencelOJ1of systems containing these species is also described.
Experimental Section
The purification of solvents, TBAP, and tetra-n-butylammonium fluoborate (TBAF) and the general apparatus and procedures have been described in previous
papers from this laboratory.” PVA was prepared by
free-radical polymerization of 9-vinylanthracene.’z PVN
was prepared by bulk or solution thermal polymerization
of 2-vinylnaphthalene. The average molecular weight (M)
of the polymers was determined by viscometric measurements in benzene. All solutions were prepared and
studied either on a vacuum line or in a glove box (Vacuum
Atmospheres Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.).
Results
Voltammetry. The cyclic voltammogram of PVN ( N =
20K) at platinum in 0.1 M TBAF-THF exhibits one reduction wave occurring at potentials close to background
reduction (Ellz= -2.77 V vs. SCE) (Figure la). For this
wave i,/ulJzC (ipcis the cathodic peak current, u is the scan
rate, and C the concentration) is constant with scan rate,
Epc,the cathodic peak potential is independent of u , and
i,,/i,, (i,, is the anodic peak current) is essentially unity.
The peak potential separation (Epa- Epc)is about 60 mV.
Thus the wave has the characteristics of a Nernstian
one-electron reduction to form a stable product. The same
features are observed for the waves of the reduction of
PVN of higher molecular weight (100K and 300K). The
dc polarograms obtained at a dropping mercury electrode
similarly show reversible waves with E l l z independent of
molecular weight and near that for naphthalene (Table I).
The cyclic voltammogram of PVA (3.1K) in 0.1 M
TBAP-DMF shows two reduction waves at -1.79 and -2.3
V (Figure lb). The first wave again has characteristics of
a reversible process and both waves occur at potentials near
those for anthracene.
It is of interest to estimate the number of electrons
associated with the reduction of the polymer, np’ This can
be obtained from the dc polarograms by applying the
Ilkovic equation13
= constant X

npDp”2Cp

(1)

where D , and C, are the diffusion coefficient and concentration of the polymer, respectively, and the constant
is determined by the drop time and drop mass. Theoretical studies and experimental data for macromolecules
show that D , varies as
for good solvents, assuming
the polymer is randomly coiled and can be treated as a
sphere.14 Thus D, for PVN can be estimated from that

- 2.0

,

E (volts vs SCE

==g
;

‘t

‘V

- 2.0

- 3.0

E(vo1ts vs SCE)

Flgure 1. Cyclic voltammograms of (a) 0.021 mM PVN (20K) in 0.1
M TBAF-THF; (b) 0.3 mM PVA (3K) in 0.1 M TBAP-DMF at Pt electrode;
scan rate, 200 mV/s.

of naphthalene (D,) determined from the dc polarogram
of this species in T H F (taking n = 1) by the equation

D, = D,(128/M)0.55

(2)

Values for n, for PVN of different molecular weights and
degrees of polymerization (DP) are given in Table I. In
a similar way np for PVA in DMF was estimated from the
dc polarographic results for PVA and anthracene. In all
cases n, is surprisingly large, with DPln, lying between
1 and 2, i.e., the waves involve the transfer of large
numbers of electrons (at least 1200 for 300K PVN), although the wave shape is characteristic of a one-electron
transfer reaction. The electron transfer reactions can be
written
(M),

+ ne == (M),n-

(3)

where m is the degree of polymerization; from the evidence
here, n = m.
Coulometry. To obtain evidence for multielectron
transfers into the polymer molecules without the requirement of estimating relative diffusion coefficients,
Coulometric reduction of the PVA sample in DMF-0.1 M
TBAP a t a platinum electrode maintained a t -2.1 V was
carried out. A 1 h electrolysis yielded nap, = 18 (nap,is
the number of Faradays passed per mole of PVA), in very
good agreement with the estimate from voltammetric
measurements. The reduced product in solution was blue.
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Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms of 0.3 mM PVA and 5 mM TPTA in
DMF at a Pt electrode with 0.1 M TABP. Scan rate 200 mVls.

TABLE 11: Cyclic Voltammetry Results from PVA,
PVN, and TPTA in DMF with 0.1 M TBAPa
Compound
(R)
PVA
PVN
TPTA

R/R+
&a

ED,

1.52
1.04

0.7 ~r

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6~

Figure 3. (a) Ecl emission spectrum of 0.3 mM PVA in DMF using a
cyclic square wave at 0.5 Hz between +1.70 and -1.75 V vs. Ag
reference electrode. (b) Fluorescence emission spectrum of 0.3 mM
PVA in DMF with excitation at 380 nm.

R/RED,

-1.54
-2.38

-1.62
-2.53

0.97

a Potentials in V vs. Ag wire reference electrode; solutions contained 0.1 M TBAP.

Coulometric oxidation of this solution at -1.5 V yielded
an nap,= 8.
Electrogenerated Chemiluminescence. The emission
of light which results from the electron transfer reactions
of electrogenerated radical ions or other reduced and
oxidized species, called electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ecl), has been the subject of rather intensive study.1°
In these reactions electron transfers which involve large
enthalpies of reaction will frequently produce electronically
excited states (singlets or triplets) which emit light, i.e.
A*- t D.' + A* t D
(4)
Since ecl studies of anthracene have been carried out
earlier,15-17we thought it of interest to investigate ecl for
the PVA system. The cyclic voltammetric behavior of
PVA in 0.1 M TBAP-DMF solutions in the absence and
presence of tri-p-tolylamine (TPTA) are shown in Figure
2. The peak potentials for the different processes are
given in Table 11. The reduction process is the same as
that described previously. The oxidations represent the
irreversible oxidation of PVA, again in a multielectron step
(by comparison of the anodic wave height to that of the
cathodic one), and the oxidation of TPTA to the radical
cation (TPTA-+). When the potential of a platinum
electrode immersed in a 0.1 M TBAP-DMF solution
containing 0.3 mM PVA is cycled at 0.5 Hz between potentials for PVA reduction and oxidation, ecl emission is
observed (Figure 3a). The ecl spectrum, with an emission
maximum a t 440 nm, is very similar to the fluorescence
spectrum of PVA obtained by us (Figure 3b) and reported
by Skorokhodov et a1.l' The emission can be ascribed to
the reaction of radical cationic and anionic anthracene
groups, which apparently behave as noninteracting centers
on the polymer molecules, to produce excited state emitting centers. This can be schematically represented as
\ / v w ( A . - ) + w ( A + ) + W ( A ) * tW ( A )

(5)

It is possible that the chains upon which the excited center
forms still contain charged centers, or even that the oxidized and reduced centers are formed on a single polymer
chain (although this seems unlikely for the low molecular
weight PVA employed here) but this type of information
is not available from the results. The enthalpy of reaction
5 (obtained from E,, - E,, and corrected for the entropy
factor'') appears marginally sufficient to populate the

excited singlet state of the reacting anthracene center.
Note that no longer wavelength emission was observed in
the ecl of the PVA system as contrasted with the ecl of the
anthracene system.15-17 In the latter case decomposition
of the anthracene radical cation occurs and produces
anthranol. This species can then be excited by energy
transfer from singlet anthracene producing emission a t
longer wavelengths. For PVA, even with the oxidized PVA
being unstable (as is clear from the irreversible cyclic
voltammetric anodic waves), no emission from a decay
product appears. Moreover, no emission which could be
assigned to excimeric species resulting from interaction of
an excited anthracene center with another anthracene
center5i6 is observed. Thus, the geometry within PVA
appears unfavorable for overlap between the substituent
anthracenes.
We could also observe weak emission with a similar
spectral distribution for solutions containing both PVA and
TPTA and cycling at 0.5 Hz between PVA reduction and
TPTA oxidation. In this case the reaction enthalpy for
the electron transfer between reduced PVA and TPTA.+,
ca 2.5 eV, is insufficient to populate the singlet state of
PVA directly, so that the reaction probably occurs by
formation of a triplet followed by triplet-triplet annihilation (tta) to form the emitting singlet:
v \ n r w A . - t TPTA.' +
'A t TPTA
vvv\ 3A t , / \ h n r 3 A - + w 1 A *t -A

(6)
(7)

While it is possible that both triplets are formed on the
same polymeric chain and intramolecular tta occurs, as has
been previously reported in delayed fluorescence studies
of polymer^,^ the rapid quenching of triplets by radical
ionslsJg would suggest that this could only occur in PVA
molecules which were nearly completely oxidized, with no
or few remaining As- centers.
Ecl emission was also observed with mixtures of PVN
(20K) and TPTA in T H F solutions. In this case the ecl
spectrum showed emission peaks at 340 and 450 nm. This
differs from the fluorescence spectrum of PVN obtained
by us and reported by Vala et aL5 for 1,2-dichloroethane
solutions, where in addition to the fluorescence emission
peak at 342 nm a structureless emission at 410 nm (attributed to polymer excimer states) is found. The ecl
emission at 450 nm could be caused by exciplex states
between excited naphthalene centers on the chain and
TPTA which form directly during the annihilation process.
Similar emission has been observed during ecl studies of
the naphthalene-TPTA system.20
Discussion
The results presented here provide strong evidence that
the substituent groups on the polymer chain behave as
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noninteracting centers with the reduction potentials of the
polymers being close to those of the substituents themselves. The fact that multielectron waves occur with the
shape of one-electron reductions is further evidence of
noninteraction of the substituent groups. Ammar and
Sav6antz1have shown that for molecules with two identical
noninteracting centers the E” values of the successive
electron transfers are governed by statistical considerations, and the difference between them (RTIF) In 4 (or
36 mV at 25 “C), is such that the Nernstian voltammetric
wave shape is identical with that of a Nernstian oneelectron transfer reaction. Experimental evidence has
appeared for such two-electron systems (nitro compoundsz1
and 9,10-anthrylbis(styryl) ketone22). Recent calculations
by Flanagan23a24have extended this to multielectron
systems and have demonstrated that the spacings for
reversible successive electron transfers in molecules with
many noninteracting groups will be such as to yield
voltammetric waves with the one-electron wave shape.
Details of the calculations and further experimental evidence for this behavior in poly(viny1 ferrocenes) (PVF)
will appear elsewhere.24 In the study of Smith et ala3of
PVF, evidence of multiple electron transfers to the polymer
molecules was also obtained. In that study the authors
felt that there was some interaction between neighboring
ferrocene residues so that values of DP/n, for the higher
molecular weights of 3 to 4 were estimated. Recent
voltammetric and Coulometric studies24of PVF however
place DP/n close to one. Further evidence for weak interaction of the centers in these kinds of polymers is the
fact that the absorption spectra of the polymers are very
similar to those of the monomeric chromophores, so that
the chromophores appear to act independently of one
another in absorbing radiation5
The voltammetric behavior of the PVA allows us to
make some comments about its structure. There has been
some discussion of the structure of PVA and both vinyl
(or 1,2 type, 11) and “across-the-ring” (or 1,6 type, 111)
polymerization has been reported.25 The evidence from
the electrochemical studies suggests that the PVA investigated here is of the vinyl (structure 11) form. This
is inferred from the fact that the reduction potential of
PVA and its general voltammetric behavior is very similar
to that of anthracene and very different than that of the
monomeric form related to structure 111, 1,l-diphenylethylene, which is reduced at potentials about 0.5 V more
negative than anthracene. Moreover, the ecl characteristics
of PVA resemble that of anthracene. An electrochemical
study of PVA prepared by different methods would be of
interest. However, even the preliminary results reported
here are evidence of the potential utility of electrochemical
techniques in the characterization of polymers (Le., determination of concentration, structure, DP, diffusion
coefficient).
A question might be raised about the rate of electron
transfer between centers on the same polymer chain and
how these affect the electrochemical behavior. Szwarc and
c o - w ~ r k e r s studied
~-~
the ESR behavior of radical anions
of two naphthyl moieties linked by a chain of j CH2 groups
(i.e., N-CH2),-N.-), and determined the frequency of
intramolecular electron transfer (P)as a function of chain
length. The results showed that P decreased as j increased
from 3 to 20 (e.g., in hexamethylphosphoric triamide
(HMPA) solutions from 6.7 X lo9 to 7.4 X lo6 s-l). Note
that for j = 2 intramolecular collisions were not expected
because of steric constraints.8 Thus in PVN some intramolecular electron transfer is expected between nonneighboring centers, although the rate of this process will
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probably be much slower in the bulkier polymeric chain
than in the N-(CHZ)]-N system. Moreover the studies in
HMPA probably involved dissociated anions, while the
studies of PVN in THF almost certainly involved ion pairs
between the naphthyl radical anion centers and tetran-butylammonium cations. Such ion pairing is known to
slow electron transfer and probably also slows conformational changes in the polymeric chain. Thus the results
suggest that in the absence of near neighbor interactions
intramolecular electron transfer would not affect the
voltammetric behavior under the conditions of these
studies.
Finally, the work here suggests several applications of
the electrochemistry of polymers. The reduced (or oxidized) polymers should undergo chemical reactions similar
to those of the corresponding monomeric forms, e.g.,
radical anions (or cations). Thus attack by electrophilic
(or nucleophilic) agents, internal dimerizations, further
reduction (or oxidation) should occur. The rates of these
processes can be studied using electroanalytical techniques
and electrochemical methods may provide a useful method
of polymer modification. In fact the voltammetric behavior
of PVA upon oxidation and upon reduction of the substituent centers to the dianionic forms indicates further
reaction and hence modification of the PVA. If the reactions of the substituents follow those of free anthracene,
this would involve addition of hydroxyl (upon oxidation)
and saturation of the rings at the 9 and 10 positions (upon
reduction). Moreover the adsorption or precipitation of
polymers or their reduced or oxidized forms on an electrode surface may be a useful technique for providing a
modified electrode surface. Such behavior for proteins
adsorbed on mercury has already been o b s e r ~ e d . These
~~>~~
applications as well as further studies on these materials
and other polymers and copolymers are currently under
investigation in these laboratories.
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Molecular and Magnetic Structure of the Paramagnetic Ion Pair
Bis(tetrag1yme)potassium Biphenyl
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The crystal structure of K+ [CH30(CHzCHz0)4CH3]2ClzH~~
has been determined by x-ray diffraction at 120
K. The crystal data are as follows: space group Cc or C2/c, a = 9.654(3), b = 16.803(9),c = 21.845(7) 8, fl
= 96.03(2)", 2 = 4, and d, = 1.03 g ~ m - The
~ . ten oxygen atoms of the two tetraglyme molecules spherically
surround each K+ ion, such as to give a solvent-separated ion pair structure. Susceptibility measurements point
to a ferromagnetic coupling between the spins. The ESR spectrum consists of d single exchange narrowed line
with a line width depending on the orientation of the magnetic field with respwt to the crystal. The molecular
g tensor of the biphenyl anion has been determined. The g tensor calculated using Stone's theory agreed well
with the experimental g tensor. A satisfactory explanation for the angular dependent line width could not
be given.

Introduction
The concept of an ion pair was introduced in 1926 by
Bjerrum-l That different types of ion pairs could exist in
solution was suggested in 1954 by Fuoss2 and W i n ~ t e i n . ~
Szwarc4 referred to these distinct ion pairs as loose and
tight ion pairs. In loose ion pairs the partners of the pair
are separated by solvent molecules (solvent-separated ion
pairs), in tight ion pairs the partners are in close contact
and solvated only on the outside (contact ion pairs). In
numerous papers, Szwarc and his c o - ~ o r k e r s using
,~
various techniques, shed much light on the structure of
these ion pairs in solution, so that by now the concept of
an ion pair is well established.
Recently we reported on the structure and magnetic
properties of ion pairs in the solid state.5 Examples were
found both of contactSbpcand of solvent-separated ion
pairs.5a In this paper we report the crystal structure and
the magnetic properties of bis(tetrag1yme)potassium biphenyl (KBp2Ttg). As in the rubidium analogue5"the ions
occur in the crystals as solvent-separated ion pairs. Despite
the correspondence in chemical composition the compounds are not isomorphous. The unit cell of KBp2Ttg
is half that of RbBp-2Ttg.
The large concentration of electron spins in the crystals
causes a strong exchange interaction between these spins.
Under these circumstances the spin Hamiltonian for these
crystals in a magnetic field is
N

observed, its g value corresponds to the average value of
the g values of the two sites. The exchange interaction is
isotropic since no orbital angular momentum is associated
with the ground states of the interacting molecules. The
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction has to be included in
the Hamiltonian when the electron spins are not largely
separated. The components of the traceless symmetric
dipolar tensor Djk are given by
jk

P, 4

= x, Y ,

where r,kis the vector between the two relevant electrons,
1c/ is the electron wave function.
The average g values have been measured in three planes
normal to the crystallographic axes. Utilizing the crystal
structure, the molecular g tensor has been derived. These
values have been compared with the theoretical g values,
calculated with the theory of Stone.6
The ESR line width depends on the orientation of the
magnetic field with respect to the crystal axes. Using the
theory of Anderson and Weiss7 and van Vleck,8 an explanation for this was sought. Susceptibility measurements
revealed a ferromagnetic coupling in the crystals, contrary
to antiferromagnetic coupling observed for the crystals of
RbB~e2Ttg.'~

j and k , and

Experimental Section

N

where the three terms represent the Zeeman, the exchange,
and the dipolar interactions, respectively. The summation
indices j and k run over all pairs of spins in the crystal.
The crystals under investigation contain two magnetically
nonequivalent sites in the unit cell. Because of the exchange, only a single exchange-narrowed ESR line is
0022-3654/78/2082-1105$0 1.OO/O

Preparation of t h e Crystals. A solution of KBp in Ttg
was prepared under high vacuum using standard techn i q u e ~ .From
~
this solution, single crystals were obtained
by slowly cooling the solution to about 10 "C, 1 "C/h.
Since the crystals are very sensitive to air and moisture,
they had to be mounted in thin glass capillaries under a
He atmosphere in a glove box. These manipulations had
to be carried out at a temperature of about -20 "C because
of the low melting point of the KBp-2Ttg crystals (about
40 "C). The crystals used for the x-ray data collection at
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